In this study lactate removal rates were monitored in ten subjects during a 30-min recovery period following exhaustive arm exercise. Each subject experienced three recovery regimens on different occasions in random order. One 
In the sport of slalom canoeing a competitor must manoeuvre his kayak through a series of 'gates' suspended over rapid and agitated water. The objective is to reach the finish in the shortest possible time and to avoid any time penalties which are incurred if he contacts a 'gate'. Recent developments in the sport have shortened the courses and reduced individual run times to under 2 min and as a result it might be suggested that the relative contribution of aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis has also been modified from that required for previously longer events. In a world class event when courses were longer than is suggested here, it has been shown that anaerobic involvement as manifested by post Figure 1) were above 4mmol -', which is widely used as the point at which lactate production exceeds lactate clearance rates, whereas after 30 min of gentle leg exercise approximately 75% of lactate had been removed and lactate values were approaching normal resting levels, 2.5 mmol -1.
An analysis of these results, when treated by a two-way ANOVA, revealed that there was a significant difference between recovery conditions (Table 2) .
A post hoc Tukey test was used to determine which group means differed from each other. There was a significant difference between leg exercise and rest recovery protocols (P < 0.01) and a significant Several studies have investigated the effectiveness of various work intensities during the recovery period on lactate clearance and it was shown that an optimum level of exercise intensity was approximately 40% Va2, max4',6* Other workers have demonstrated that recovery exercise above the onset of blood lactate accumulation (OBLA), which, when expressed as a heart rate relative to maximum heart rate, is less effective in clearing lactate7. In the majority of these studies the mode of exercise incorporated during the recovery phase was similar to that used to produce lactate in the first instance. In our study we were interested in the effectiveness of contrasting modes of exercise on removal rates of lactate. Our results are in broad agreement with others which have shown that active exercise is more effective than passive exercise in removing lactate. However, it was also demonstrated that when lactate was produced through exhaustive arm work, reduced intensity arm work during the recovery phase was less effective in removing lactate than leg exercise. Indeed, in our data there was seen to be no significant difference between light arm recovery exercise and passive rest. This finding, which is in contrast to what was expected, might be explained by the fact that the nature of the arm exercise was discontinuous and it has been demonstrated elsewhere3 that lactate removal is more effective during continuous rather than intermittent activity.
These findings are particularly interesting to slalom canoeists and are perhaps more relevant to them during training sessions than during competition for the following reasons. During an event a slalom competitor, who is allowed two competition runs, competes for a maximum of 2 min during each run. The second run occurs after a minimum time lapse of 2 h and therefore it would seem reasonable to suppose that lactate clearance has been completed within this time span almost regardless of which recovery protocol is adopted. However, during training bouts slalom canoeists practise on agitated water, often at competition speed, incorporating numerous repetitions and sets of runs. It is suggested that if recovery periods, particularly between paddling sets, incorporate activity off the water involving leg work for a period of approximately 30 min, then the subject would be in better physiological shape for performing more effective subsequent repetition training work.
